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Abstract

We examined the role of time and affect in intentions to purchase a risk-protective measure (Studies 1 and 2) and explored participant abilities to factor time into the likelihood judgments that presumably underlie such intentions (Study 3). Participants worried more about losing their possessions and were more likely to purchase a protective measure given a longer term lease than a short-term lease, but only if their belongings were described in affect-poor terms. If described instead as being particularly special and affect-rich, participants neglected time and were about equally likely to purchase a risk-protective measure for shorter and longer term leases. However and consistent with prior literature, the cognitive mechanism underlying this time-neglect-with-affect-richness effect appeared to be the greater use of the Affect Heuristic in the shorter term than the longer term. Study 2 results demonstrated that prior experience with having been burglarized amplified the interactive effect of time and affect. Greater deliberation did not attenuate this effect as hypothesized whether deliberation was measured through numeracy or manipulated through instructions. The results of Study 3 indicated that few participants are able to calculate correctly the risk numbers necessary to take time into account. Two possible solutions to encourage more purchases of protective measures in the long term are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent research has developed and tested theories of judgment and decision making that incorporate affect as a cue in the process of constructing values and preferences. Affect (positive and negative feelings about a stimulus) is thought to substitute for other, less readily accessible information in tasks that require a positive or negative evaluation.\(^{(1)}\) Affect can predict and explain a wide variety of judgments and choices ranging from choices among gambles to life satisfaction and valuation of human lives.\(^{(2-4)}\) For example, negative affect (often characterized and assessed as anxiety or worry) about health conditions or medical errors appears to facilitate patient interest in adopting protective health behaviors.\(^{(5,6)}\) Research has also demonstrated that sunny weather and reading about catastrophes, respectively, can produce positive and negative affective states (i.e., moods) that subsequently alter normatively unrelated evaluations. In particular, stock prices on sunny days were higher than those on less sunny days in cities around the world,\(^{(7)}\) and reading a tragic or happy news story produced greater and lesser risk perceptions, respectively, of content-unrelated hazards.\(^{(8)}\) “Risk as feelings” is the notion that affect, when present, is thought to act as information and guide risk perceptions; it also guides assessments of value in risky and non-risky decisions (see also the Affect Heuristic\(^{(2,9)}\)). The extent to which affect is used, however, may depend upon whether decisions are considered more immediate (affect matters more) or long term (it matters less),\(^{(10)}\) a central issue in the present paper.

This paper examines affect's influence on the purchase of a risk-protective measure. In a previous study, the more positive affect individuals had for a belonging, the more they were willing to pay for insurance and go to the trouble of claiming compensation, holding constant the objective value of the belonging.\(^{(11)}\) These results suggest that affect plays a role as information in insurance-related decisions similar to what has been demonstrated in other domains.

Whereas insurance compensates for experienced losses, protective measures such as the deadbolt lock in the current study mitigate the likelihood of future losses. Examples of protective measures include purchasing additional locks to lower the chance of a burglary, removing brush
and debris from around a home to protect against a potential fire, and installing a car alarm to protect against theft. Given that possible outcomes all occur in the future rather than immediately, it is possible that affect will not matter (although the insurance findings above argue against this possibility). We examine whether a manipulation of time that makes possible outcomes appear more immediate or more distant might alter the extent to which affect is used in judgments.

To begin, we manipulated affect in a manner similar to previous research (11) by describing the extent to which they attributed special meaning to their belongings (i.e., they are affect rich) or had no special feelings about their belongings (i.e., they are affect poor). Even controlling for the costs of belongings, it makes sense to worry more about and invest more in protection for items where you have special feelings (since it presumably would hurt more to lose it compared to something you care about less). Thus, we hypothesized that in purchases of a protective measure (a deadbolt lock):

\[ H1 \text{ (Studies 1 and 2): Individuals will demonstrate greater negative affect about losing their belongings and greater intentions to purchase and pay more for a protective measure when belongings are affect-rich than when they are affect-poor.} \]

Affect can function as more than information in judgments and decisions. It also can act as a spotlight drawing attention to some information and away from other information. (12) Strong affect associated with outcomes appears to desensitize people to numeric information such as the probability or magnitude of an outcome. (13, 14) Hsee and Rottenstreich (14), for example, demonstrated that strong affect desensitized people to the magnitude or scope of a stimulus in judgments of its subjective value. In their studies, participants, faced with affect-rich objects, appeared to neglect the number of those objects, basing their valuation on the presence or absence of at least one object (e.g., a picture of a cute animal in need of help) while being relatively insensitive to greater numbers of the object (e.g., whether one or four pictured cute
animals were in need). In contrast, when the object was affect-poor (the same animal depicted with a number of dots), value was closer to a linear function, and decision makers were willing to pay more for larger numbers of the object.

Probability and scope are also important in decisions about protective measures (e.g., the likelihood of a property crime and how much was paid for one’s possessions), but, in addition, time can play a critical role. In particular, in purchasing a deadbolt lock or other protective measure, one pays an upfront cost to purchase the item, which then reduces the likelihood and/or consequences of future losses over the length of life of the item. For example, purchasing a deadbolt lock for one’s apartment protects the property for as long as the lock is functioning and the property is intact. From a benefit-cost perspective, individuals should be willing to pay more for a protective measure the longer the item provides protection. For example, if the annual chance of a home break-in is $p=0.01$, the risk of at least one break-in occurring sometime in the next two years is almost double ($p=0.0199$); over ten years, the risk of one or more break-ins is $p=0.0956$.

Previous experimental research showed that most individuals do not take into account time and the added benefits of having a protective measure in place over a longer period of time when determining the likelihood of purchasing protection or the maximum they are willing to pay. These studies did not examine the role that affect may play in determining the value of the measure as the length of time that it provided protection was varied. Based on Hsee and Rottenstreich’s findings, we reasoned that strong affect might act as a spotlight, drawing attention away from the amount of time that a purchased protective measure was useful and desensitizing participants to time. If one’s belongings are affect-poor, on the other hand, we predict that decision makers would be sensitive to how long a purchased protective measure would be useful.

Although Hsee and Rottenstreich considered only willingness to pay as their dependent measure, we also examine the likelihood of purchasing a protective measure and the extent to which participants worry about losing their possessions. Based on earlier Affect
Heuristic results, we expected similar results from each of these variables. This reasoning led us to a time-neglect-with-affect-richness hypothesis:

\[H2 (Studies 1 and 2):\] For affect-poor goods, decision makers will report more negative affect (worry) about losing their possessions and greater intentions to purchase and will pay more for a protective measure when living in one’s home for a longer compared to a shorter time; more affect-rich belongings, however, will produce time insensitivity.

A balance appears to exist, however, between affect and deliberation. Research demonstrates that changes in the extent of deliberative thought can alter affective influence. For example, decreasing time or capacity for deliberation is thought to increase affective input into risk perceptions.\(^{16}\). Increasing deliberation may also compromise affective input, even if these deliberations are focused on affective experiences. Lieberman et al.\(^{17}\) demonstrated that making affective experiences explicit decreased neural activity in the amygdala, a brain area related to emotions. Similarly, increasing deliberation by having participants produce images of an attitude object decreased the association between affect and intended behaviors.\(^{18}\). Finally, Hsee and Rottenstreich\(^{14}\) demonstrated that increasing deliberation and affect through instructions produced more scope sensitivity and scope neglect, respectively. Thus, affect may play a weaker role when deliberation increases.

If, as described earlier, affect-rich belongings produce time neglect through valuation by feelings, then increased deliberation in that condition should increase sensitivity to time by altering the balance between feelings and deliberation. This paper examines whether increases in deliberation will increase time sensitivity in the affect-rich condition that otherwise would be governed by feelings. We operationalize deliberation in two ways. In Study 1, we examine individual differences in numeracy (or numeric literacy). Past studies have revealed that, whereas highly numerate individuals are more sensitive to and deliberate more about numeric sources of information, the less numerate are more sensitive to non-numeric, often emotional sources of
In Study 2, we manipulate deliberation experimentally through instructions. We test the following hypothesis:

\[ H3 \text{ (Studies 1 and 2): Increases in deliberation will produce greater time sensitivity, particularly in the affect-rich condition where valuation is thought to occur through feelings rather than by calculation.} \]

Finally, in Study 2, we consider the role of personal experience (e.g., having your home burglarized) as a possible moderating variable for our hypothesized effects. Research has demonstrated that personal experience has powerful and complex effects on self-protective behaviors. Personal experiences appear to produce more emotional, vivid, concrete, and easier to recall memories, with these emotions acting as direct motivators of behaviors. As a result, we hypothesize that:

\[ H4 \text{ (Study 2): Having the personal experience of being burglarized should amplify previously hypothesized effects.} \]

2. STUDY 1 – AFFECT, TIME NEGLECT, AND NUMERACY

In Study 1, we provided two sources of numeric information – the time duration of a lease (one or two years) and the small annual likelihood of being burglarized in the event the lock was or was not purchased. These numbers are related, of course, but require some knowledge and calculation to use the numbers properly. Based on the concreteness principle, individuals may not perform these calculations and may instead use the information only in the form in which it was displayed. In the current study, individuals may not realize this relation between time and probability and may be more likely to neglect time as an important variable. This may be less true for highly numerate individuals, however, who are more likely to understand, transform, and use numeric information in decisions. For example, more numerate individuals are less susceptible to attribute-framing effects, presumably because they are more likely than the less numerate to transform a given frame (e.g., 26% incorrect) into the
normatively-equivalent frame (e.g., 74% correct) and thus have both frames available at the time of judgment. \(^{(23)}\) Consistent with H3, we expected that greater numeracy would be associated with less time neglect, particularly in the affect-rich condition. Individuals higher in numeracy are expected to deliberate more about the numbers and transform them more often compared to the less numerate and, thus, to integrate the time length of the lease more into their judgments. Presumably because less numerate individuals tend to use non numeric (often emotional) sources of information, they also tend to perceive greater risk from low probability, but consequential risks in the world around them (e.g., \(^{(25-27)}\)). As a result, we expected that less numerate individuals would worry more than the highly numerate about being burglarized and would be more likely to purchase and pay more for a protective measure.

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Participants

In this study, we used an internet sample maintained at the University of Pennsylvania that varied considerably in its demographics. The final sample (\(N = 331\)) was 77% female with a mean (median) age of 41.6 (41) years (age range=21-80). Education ranged between 10-17 years (where 17 years means anything more than college); the median education was 15 years (equivalent to 3 years of college). Most participants (75%) had signed a housing lease before.

2.1.2 Materials

Participants read the scenario below. For half of the participants, the lease was one-year long, and for the other half of the participants, the lease was two-year long. In addition, half of the participants read the affect-poor scenario, and the other half read the affect-rich scenario; this manipulation replicated that used earlier by Hsee and Kunreuther\(^{11}\) and was intended to alter feeling-based subjective value.

Suppose you have signed a lease on an apartment in Eugene which commits you to live there for the next year [for the next two years]. The apartment has one
deadbolt lock, and the landlord is willing to have another one put on the door, but you have to arrange it through the landlord before you move in. You spent about $3,000 for the stuff in your apartment.

[Affect-poor manipulation] You don’t have any special feelings about the things you bought for your apartment. They are fine for the price and are worth about what you paid for them. A lot of these items are small and could be easily stolen.]

[Affect-rich manipulation] You love all of the things you bought for your apartment. They are worth a lot more to you than you paid because they have special meaning to you. A lot of these items are small and could be easily stolen.

In order to reduce the chance of theft or burglary, you can pay the landlord to put another dead bolt lock on the door. There is still some chance that your apartment will be burglarized. If this event happens, the cost of replacement of your contents would be $3,000. The annual chance of your apartment being burglarized is 2 in 1000. If you purchase the deadbolt lock, the annual chance of your apartment being burglarized is 1 in 1000. The cost of the deadbolt lock plus installation is $54.

Participants were asked about how worried or anxious they would be about being burglarized and losing all of their possessions on a 7-point scale ranging from 0=Not at all worried and anxious to 6=Extremely worried and anxious. They were asked how likely they would be to buy the dead-bolt lock at a cost of $54 on an 11-point verbal scale from 0=Certain not to 10=Certain as well as on an 11-point numeric scale from 0% to 100%. The $54 cost was provided to limit the range of responses, but this choice produced some problems as noted below. Participants were asked the maximum they would be willing to pay for the deadbolt lock in a free response.

2.1.3 Numeracy Measure
A shortened six-item numeracy scale was chosen from a larger set to have a broad range of difficulty. The final scale consisted of 5 items as the 6th item was not recorded properly. Inferential analyses were conducted using the continuous numeracy score.

2.2 Results

Overall, participants were “slightly likely” (mean verbal likelihood=5.9) and 60.6% certain (mean numeric likelihood) to buy a lock at the stated cost of $54. Examination of the likelihood variables revealed a relatively flat distribution with a slight negative skew (e.g., the proportions of participants responding Certain not and Certain were 3% and 11%, respectively, on the verbal scale. On average, participants were willing to pay (WTP) a maximum of $61.30 (median=$55) for the lock, a surprisingly large amount given that the annual benefit of the deadbolt lock was only $3 (i.e., 1/1000 multiplied by $3,000). This suggests that the expected monetary loss plays a minor role in people’s decisions concerning how much to pay for protection. Examination of WTP amounts also revealed a relatively flat distribution (the proportion of respondents with WTPs less than $15 and greater than $100 were 4% and 3%, respectively); however, three popular, focal values existed: 17%, 11%, and 18% of participants, respectively, chose WTP values of $54 (the provided cost), $75, and $100. Average worry was 3.1. Means by condition for each variable can be found in Table I.

The variables also had high intercorrelations (r = .45 to r = .85) with the exception of the correlation between Worry and WTP (r = .29). Due to the clumping of WTP responses, we submitted only the remaining three variables – Worry, Verbal Likelihood, and Numeric Likelihood – to a principal components analysis and extracted a single factor explaining 74% of the variance in responses to represent Lock Intention1 (see Dawes29). We then estimated factors scores which, by definition, have a mean of 0 (SD=1); factor scores ranged from -2.2 to 1.8. We dropped WTP responses from further analyses.

To examine the effects of our experimental manipulations and numeracy, a regression model was conducted of the Lock Intention factor scores using time, affect, numeracy, and their
interaction as independent variables. Means by condition can be found in Table I. The overall model was significant, $F(7,323)=2.7$, $p=.01$, $R^2=.06$.

As expected from the experiments by Kunreuther, Onculer and Slovic,\textsuperscript{15} Time (whether participants were faced with a 1- or 2-year lease) did not have a significant influence as a main effect ($p=.75$) Consistent with H1, participants in the affect-rich condition reported stronger Lock Intentions than those in the affect-poor condition (means=0.12 and -0.12, respectively, $b=.11$, $t(323)=1.96$, $p=.05$).

Most importantly for H2 (in which we hypothesized time neglect with affect-rich belongings), this main effect was moderated by the interaction of time and affect (time*affect interaction, $b=-.12$, $t(323)=-2.2$, $p=.03$). Participants seemed to show time neglect in their Lock Intention judgments in the affect-rich condition (means in the affect-rich condition were 0.25 and -.02, respectively, in the one- and two-year conditions, $t(166)=1.85$, $p=.07$) but an opposite trend to time sensitivity in the affect-poor condition (means for the 1-year and 2-year lease were -0.22 and -0.03, respectively, $t(161)=-1.18$, $p=.24$). Neither of these comparisons were significant, however. See Figure 1a.

Of interest, although the results can be described in terms of time neglect and time sensitivity, other research\textsuperscript{(10)} would suggest that the underlying mechanism for this effect may be the differential use of time in the shorter term versus the longer term. This mechanism would be more in keeping with the functions of affect as information rather than as a spotlight. The data support this mechanism better. In particular, participants appeared to use the information about affect-rich versus affect-poor belongings in the one-year lease condition (means for the affect-rich and affect-poor conditions were 0.25 and -0.22, respectively, $t(165)=-3.02$, $p=.003$), but neglected affect in the two-year lease condition (means for the affect-rich and affect-poor conditions were -0.02 and -0.03, respectively, $t(162)=-.065$, $p=.948$).

Finally, numeracy is one possible operationalization of an individual difference in deliberation about numbers. From prior literature (e.g.,\textsuperscript{(26)}), we expected that less numerate individuals would worry more about the risk of being burglarized and losing possessions than
those who were highly numerate and would report being more worried and more likely to 
purchase a lock (i.e., they would show stronger Lock Intentions). Indeed, this was the case (Lock 
Intention means = 0.21 and -0.15, respectively, for the lowest and highest scorers on numeracy 
(scores of 0-2 and 5 correct, respectively, out of 5 possible), b=-0.11, t(323)=-2.3, p=.02).

We also hypothesized (H3) that individuals higher in numeracy would show greater time 
sensitivity in the affect-rich condition as they processed and used the numeric information about 
the length of the lease more than those who were less numerate. H3 was not supported, b=-.04, 
t(323)=-0.70, p=.48. No other variables or interactions attained significance.

2.3 Discussion

As expected, time (having a one- or two-year lease) did not have a main effect on Lock 
Intentions in the present study. Similar to what has been demonstrated in retrospective memories 
of experience (e.g., (30)), decision makers, on average, appeared to neglect future time when 
considering its effects on a current decision. The hypothesized effects for affect were generally 
supported in Study 1. First, the affect-rich manipulation increased Lock Intentions compared to 
the affect-poor manipulation. These findings are consistent with H1 and wanting to protect 
belongings that matter more subjectively to the individual.

Second, for affect-rich items, individuals appeared to show time neglect whereas a non-
significant time sensitivity was found in the affect-poor condition. That is, individuals were not 
sensitive to the lease length (1-year vs. 2-years) in wanting to protect belongings for which they 
had special feelings but were perhaps more sensitive to the lease length in wanting to protect 
belongings about which they did not have special feelings. These results presumably support 
separable processes of valuation by calculation (in the affect-poor condition of the present study) 
and valuation by feeling (in the affect-rich condition). In the latter case, the presence of affect 
appeared to cause people to use affect as information (pushing up their worry and purchase 
likelihood).
At the same time, the results are largely consistent with prior research and theory on the role of affect in shining a spotlight on some information in decisions while causing other information to be neglected. In this case, feeling-based valuation focuses on the possibility that a burglary might happen (at some point in time), and greater feeling (based on affect-richness of belongings) simply increases worry and the likelihood of purchasing the lock. Time appeared to be neglected (in the affect-rich condition only) as an important aspect to weigh in this choice as it was out of the spotlight. Because the risk of at least one burglary accumulates over the time of the lease (p=.01 for one year and p=.0199 in two years), this neglect of time is a logical error.

The present findings appear more consistent, however, with Loewenstein who suggested that visceral factors, such as affect and emotion or hunger and thirst, may be felt more, and therefore matter more, in the present time than the future. Study 1’s results extend this thinking to time periods that are perceived to be closer to the present and reveal that the affect manipulation had a significantly stronger influence in the one-year lease condition that, on average, occurs closer to the present time than the two-year lease condition. Even though the two-year lease length logically includes the first year, our participants nonetheless took into account the “specialness” of their belongings (their affect richness) more when they thought about their home as more temporary. Thus, valuation by feelings is stronger in time periods closer to the present. This difference appears to be the underlying cognitive mechanism explaining the time-neglect findings.

Finally, although less numerate individuals worried more about being burglarized and reported being more likely to purchase a lock (based on their Lock Intention factor scores), numeracy did not influence the extent of time neglect demonstrated (H3 was not supported). Highly numerate individuals are generally more likely to process and use numeric information in decision situations (e.g.,), but numerical thinking did not appear to be activated in this decision. It may be that the higher numeracy scores of the present study were not enough to overcome the difficulties people have in calculating and using cumulative risk (or at least the
cumulative risk posed in this experiment). Even highly numerate people may not have thought through the fact that the burglary risk increased probabilistically with a longer lease, or they might not have known how to calculate it. We examine this latter possibility in Study 3.

Instead, different non-probabilistic goal states appeared to be elicited in the two time-period conditions across all individuals. In particular, when considering a one-year lease, attention was focused on the affect-richness of one’s belongings, and this affect was used as information in further evaluations. It is not entirely clear what was the focus of attention in the two-year condition. It may be that a more deliberative mindset was in play, and participants calculated the likelihood of being burglarized and ignored affect. The result “looks like” time neglect with affect richness and an extension of Rottenstreich and Hsee’s probability-neglect findings.

Neither of the goal states associated with time frame, however, appeared to elicit mathematical thinking per se (i.e., the calculation of the cumulative two-year risk) since numeracy was unrelated to judgments in all conditions. It may be that decision makers consider time (as indicated by findings in the affect-poor condition) more superficially and intuitively (two years “feels” bigger than one year), without deliberating about the statistical likelihood of being burglarized even in the affect-poor condition. Individuals may need more encouragement to bring their probabilistic abilities to bear on time in this decision. Being more directive about wanting participants to deliberate may encourage more probabilistic processing by individuals. We manipulate deliberation more directly in Study 2. We also examine the alternative hypothesis that individuals lack the ability to make the appropriate calculations needed for the two-year lease condition in Study 3.

3. STUDY 2 – AFFECT, TIME NEGLECT, DELIBERATION, AND PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

Study 2 had a similar design to Study 1 with two exceptions. First, half of the participants received a deliberation manipulation explicitly instructing them to think carefully
about their decision regarding the purchase of the deadbolt lock. Second, at the end of the study, participants indicated whether they had ever been burglarized as a measure of past experience.

We hypothesized (H3) that those who were asked to deliberate about the potential costs and benefits of their decision would be more time sensitive in the affect-rich condition as compared to those who were not asked to deliberate about their decision. Because personal experiences also influence self-protective behaviors by increasing affect, we also examined the hypothesis (H4) that the experience of being burglarized might accentuate Study 1’s affect and time-neglect effects.

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Participants

Participants (N=371) were recruited through an internet participant pool maintained at Decision Research (female = 49%, mean age = 37, median age = 35). Approximately half of the participants (52%) had at least some college education, and only one individual did not have a high school degree. Eighteen percent of participants (n=69) had been burglarized before and 69% had signed a lease before.

3.1.2 Materials

As in Study 1, the length of lease (1 year vs. 2 years) and affect were manipulated in a between-subject manner. Participants read the following scenario.

Suppose you have signed a lease on an apartment in Eugene which commits you to live there for the next year [the next 2 years]. The apartment has one deadbolt lock, and the landlord is willing to have another one put on the door, but you have to arrange it through the landlord before you move in. You spent about $3,000 for the stuff in your apartment.

[(Affect-poor condition) You don’t have any special feelings about the things you bought for your apartment. You went to a neighborhood store to select some furniture that you needed. You feel ok with what you bought. Owning these]
pieces of furniture does not particularly reflect any sentimental meaning for you. They are fine for the price and are worth about what you paid for them. A lot of these items are small and could be easily stolen.]

[(Affect-rich condition) You love all of the things you bought for your apartment. You went to stores all around town to carefully select the perfect pieces of furniture to match with the rest of your apartment. You love going home to your apartment, and you feel like owning these pieces of furniture reflect being an adult for the first time. They are worth a lot more to you than you paid because they have special meaning to you. A lot of these items are small and could be easily stolen.]

[(Deliberation condition only.) You’d like to make a decision that's right for you. That is, you would like to minimize the money you spend, but at the same time, you want to make a choice that minimizes the risks of your belongings being stolen. Finding the right balance between risks and benefits for you may require some careful thought.]

In making a decision, you’ll want to consider the following information. In order to reduce the chance of theft or burglary, you can pay the landlord to put another dead bolt lock on the door. There is still some chance that your apartment will be burglarized. If this event happens, the cost of replacement of your contents would be $3,000. The annual chance of your apartment being burglarized is 2 in 1000. If you purchase the deadbolt lock, the annual chance of your apartment being burglarized is 1 in 1000. The cost of the deadbolt lock plus installation is $54.
Participants were then instructed to answer the verbal likelihood, numeric likelihood, WTP, and worry items asked in Study 1. Finally, they were asked if they had been burglarized before.

3.2 Results and Discussion

The distributions of each of the variables were similar to Study 1 (e.g., relatively flat distributions for the likelihood and worry variables and more clumped WTP responses, e.g., 24% and 14%, respectively, of participants provided WTP values of $54, the provided cost, and $100). Correlations among the variables were also similar and so we conducted the same principle components analysis of Worry and the two likelihood variables as in Study 1. We extracted a single Lock Intention factor that explained 82% of the variance in the data, and we again estimated factor scores to represent Lock Intentions (mean=0, SD=1, range=-2.2 to 1.5). A regression analysis was conducted of Lock Intentions with the time manipulation, affect manipulation, deliberation manipulation, burglary experience, and all interactions (except the four-way interaction) as independent variables. All independent variables were mean-centered. See Table II for mean results by affect and the time length of the lease.

On average, participants were “slightly” to “fairly likely” (mean verbal likelihood=6.5) and 62% certain to buy a lock for $54, and they were willing to pay an average of $54. Average worry was 3.0.

The overall model was significant, F(14, 353)=1.7, p=.05, R²=.06. H1 was not supported; individuals in the affect-rich condition did not report increased Lock Intentions compared to those in the affect-poor condition (p=.12). The experience of being burglarized did matter, with Lock Intentions being higher among those who had been burglarized compared to those who had not (means = 0.19 and -0.05, respectively, b=-0.16, t(356)=-2.2, p=.03). Replicating Study 1’s results and as hypothesized (H2), time sensitivity emerged in the affect-poor condition and time neglect in the affect-rich condition, interaction b=-0.17, t(356)=-2.3, p=.02. The means in the one- and two-year lease conditions were, respectively, -0.22 and -0.03 in the affect-poor
condition and 0.15 and 0.14 in the affect-rich condition; see Figure 1b. In a separate analysis of affect-poor participants, the effect of time was not conventionally significant (p=.19) nor was it in a separate analysis of affect-rich participants only, p=.93. Similar to Study 1, although the results can be described in terms of time neglect and time sensitivity, the underlying mechanism for this effect appears to be the differential use of time in the shorter term versus the longer term (10). In particular, participants appeared to use the information about affect-rich versus affect-poor belongings in the one-year lease condition (means for the affect-rich and affect-poor conditions were 0.15 and -0.22, respectively, t(193)=-2.51, p=.01), but did not use it significantly in the two-year lease condition (means for the affect-rich and affect-poor conditions were 0.14 and -0.03, respectively, t(174)=-1.19, p=.24).

H3 was not supported; specifically, the deliberation manipulation did not attenuate these time-neglect findings (interaction of deliberation, time, and affect, p=.57). Burglary experience, however, tended to accentuate them, as expected (H4), with greater effects of time neglect with affect richness among those who had been burglarized compared to those who had not (three-way interaction b=.03, t(356)=2.1, p=.04; see Figure 2). Despite their small sample size (n=69), burglarized participants showed a significant difference between affect conditions in the one-year lease condition, t(33)=-2.27, p=.03, but not in the two-year lease condition, t(31)=.03, p=.98. They did not demonstrate significant time sensitivity in either affect condition. No other effects attained significance with the exception of a non-hypothesized and non-interpretable three-way interaction between the affect and deliberation manipulations and the experience of being burglarized.

4. STUDY 3 – CALCULATING THE ODDS

If explicit instructions to deliberate do not alter sensitivity to an important variable such as the length of the lease, one must question whether participants have the requisite knowledge and ability to calculate correctly the likelihood of being burglarized in the two-year lease condition. If decision makers can calculate correctly but tend not to in a decision situation, one
set of advice is applicable; if they cannot do the calculations correctly, however, different advice should be offered. We turned to this latter simple question in Study 3.

### 4.1 Methods

#### 4.1.1 Participants

Participants \((N=174)\) were recruited through the psychology pool at a large Midwestern university (female = 61.5%, mean age = 19.5, median age = 19) and were provided research credit in an introductory psychology course for completion of this study and a set of unrelated studies.

#### 4.1.2 Procedure

Participants completed a set of four calculation problems, similar to the problem implicit in the two-year-lease condition of the decision scenarios of Studies 1 and 2. Subsequently, they completed a brief 8-item, psychometrically-valid, numeracy measure.\(^{(32)}\)

#### 4.1.3 Materials

The four calculation questions were as follows:

1. Imagine that, when the Columbus Clippers and the Eugene Emeralds minor league baseball teams have played each other, the Columbus Clippers won only 10% of the time. If the teams play a double header (two games), by your calculations, what are the chances that the Clippers will win at least once? (Correct answer: 19%; Approximately correct answers: between 19% and 20%)

2. Imagine that, when the Columbus Clippers and the Eugene Emeralds minor league baseball teams have played each other, the Columbus Clippers won only 10% of the time. If the teams have a four-game series, by your calculations, what are the chances that the Clippers will win at least once? (Correct answer: 34%; Approximately correct answers: between 34% and 40%)

3. Imagine that, while driving in Columbus, you always tend to speed 5-10 miles per hour over the speed limit, and you estimate that you have a 1% chance of getting a
speeding ticket sometime in the next year. If you continue driving like this, by your calculations, how likely are you to get at least one speeding ticket in the next TWO years? (Correct answer: 1.99% or 2%; Approximately correct answer: 2%)

4. Imagine that, while driving in Columbus, you always tend to speed 5-10 miles per hour over the speed limit, and you estimate that you have a 1% chance of getting a speeding ticket sometime in the next year. If you continue driving like this, by your calculations, how likely are you to get at least one speeding ticket in the next THREE years? (Correct answer: 2.97% or 3%; Approximately correct answer: 3%)

3.2 Results and Discussion

The average numeracy score was 4.2 (SD=1.7) out of 8 possible. The calculation questions were scored as correct if participants gave the exact answer (rounded to the nearest whole percentage). Participants did not score well on the calculation questions. On each of the questions 1-4 above, respectively, 2.3%, 1.2%, 57.0%, and 54.0% of the participants answered the problem correctly. A count variable was computed as the number of times an individual responded correctly across the four items. The average number of correct responses was 1.15 (SD=0.97, range=0-3). Over a third of the sample did not answer any of the questions correctly (39%); an additional 8%, 52%, 1% and 0%, respectively, responded to 1, 2, 3, and all 4 questions correctly. Of some surprise to us, the correlation between numeracy and the number of correct items was not significant (r=.11, p=.14).

We examined common mistakes. Participants’ most common mistake was an insensitivity to the difference between the chance of occurrence given a single event versus its chance given multiple events. For example, the probability of the Columbus Clippers winning one game in one attempt was given as 10%, but, when faced with two or three games (instead of the one game), participants did not update the likelihood of winning accordingly. Said another way, a large proportion of participants believed that a 10% chance of winning at least one game was always 10%, regardless of how many games were played. In questions 1-4, respectively,
33.3%, 24.3%, 20.8%, and 16.9% made this common error. The correlation between the number of times a participant made this first common mistake and numeracy was \( r = -0.04, \ p = .59 \). In other words, highly numerate participants did not avoid this error.

Another common mistake was to simply multiply the given percentage by the number of years (e.g., if there is a 10% chance in one game, then there should be a 40% chance in four games). For questions 1 and 2, respectively, 24.1% and 17.9% of participants made this mistake. Note that use of this strategy would produce errors in questions 1 and 2, but would produce what we coded as the correct response in questions 3 and 4 (because we coded responses as correct if they might have been rounded to the nearest whole percentage). It seems likely that use of this strategy is one of the primary reasons for the greater proportion of correct responses for questions 3 and 4. The correlation between the number of times a participant made this second common mistake and numeracy was \( r = 0.03, \ p = .66 \). We should note that, although both of these strategies produce incorrect answers, the former represents an insensitivity to the context of time when considering risk, whereas the latter represents a sensitivity to time but an inability or unwillingness to perform the appropriate calculations.

We can also calculate the number of approximately correct answers if we allow this latter mistake to be close enough for the decision situations of Studies 1 and 2. We combine these responses with actual correct responses. In each of the questions 1-4 above, respectively, 26%, 20%, 57%, and 54% of the participants answered the problem at least approximately correctly. A second count variable was computed of the number of correct plus approximately correct responses. The average number of at least approximately correct responses was 1.57 (SD=1.29, range=0-4). Almost a third of the sample still did not answer any of the questions approximately correctly (30.5%); an additional 12%, 37%, 10% and 10%, respectively, responded to 1, 2, 3, or all 4 questions approximately correctly. Again of surprise to us, the correlation between numeracy and the number of at least approximately correct items remained quite low (\( r = .08, \ p = .29 \)).
One other possibility is that decision makers may have the intuition that the likelihood of being burglarized is higher in the two-year than the one-year condition even if they cannot calculate the correct response. If true, this could potentially explain the small effect of time in the affect-poor condition. Thus, we calculated the number of responses that were greater than the base rate given. For example, in question 1, the given base rate was 10%; responses greater than 10% were counted as “intuitively higher;” responses of 10% or less were not. The same procedure was followed for each of the four questions. In each question 1-4 above, respectively, 44%, 44%, 91%, and 84% of the participants answered the problem with a number greater than the base rate. A count variable was computed of the number of intuitively higher responses. The average number of intuitively higher responses was 2.64 (SD=1.09, range=0-4). Only 5% of the sample still did not answer any of the questions as higher than the provided base rate; an additional 4%, 40%, 23% and 28%, respectively, responded to 1, 2, 3, or all 4 questions approximately correctly. The correlation between numeracy and the number of intuitively higher items was quite low (r=.01, p=.86).

We conclude that this kind of numeric problem poses particular difficulty for individuals lower and higher in numeracy even when asked directly to respond and even among the relatively numerate college-educated sample of the present study. Given that we did not request any explicit calculations in the decision scenarios of Studies 1 and 2, it seems likely that an even lower proportion of the population would have calculated the odds of being burglarized at least once when given the two-year lease condition.

The results underscore recommendations made in the health literature that decision makers should not be asked to make inferences or calculations in the course of decisions (e.g., 33-35). Instead, information providers should do the math for them. In the case of the decision in Studies 1 and 2, the risk should not be provided as an annual chance (1%), but, instead, should be provided as the chance of being burglarized at least once for the full time period of interest (1.99% or 2%).
4. GENERAL DISCUSSION

4.1 Summary of Affect Results and Implications for Affect Theory

The present results contribute further to knowledge about the importance of affect, deliberation, and individual differences to behavior related to managing risks. Decision makers appeared to use affect as information in a heuristic fashion.\(^2\) Support for affect as information comes from findings that Lock Intentions (the common variance shared by the verbal and numeric measures of the likelihood of buying a lock and the measure of worry about being burglarized and losing one’s possessions) tended to be generally higher in the affect-rich condition compared to the affect-poor condition. This finding is consistent with wanting to protect items that are more special. However, the finding that affect has a greater effect in the shorter term condition does not make logical sense, particularly given that the two-year term condition contains the one-year short-term lease. The finding is perfectly consistent, however, with previous psychological research demonstrating that visceral factors such as affect matter more in time periods closer to the present.\(^{10}\)

Alternatively, the findings could be interpreted as providing support for affect acting as a spotlight. We found in Studies 1 and 2 that participants demonstrated (nonsignificant) greater sensitivity to time in their Lock Intentions when their belongings were described as affect-poor; they largely showed time neglect with belongings described as special and affect-rich. Given the consistent significance of the affect manipulation in the one-year lease condition and its nonsignificance in the two-year lease condition, however, the interaction (and apparent time neglect with affect richness) appears to be better explained through a modified view of the Affect Heuristic\(^2\) in that affect’s role in guiding risk perceptions may be primarily true when consequences appear close to the present time and not in the distant future. The different use of affect likely also explains the apparent reversal in evaluations in the affect-rich conditions from the one-year to the two-year lease condition (i.e., Lock Intentions were somewhat lower in the two- than the one-year lease condition in Studies 1 and 2).
When evaluating possible protection of belongings in the one-year lease condition, decision makers appear to weigh the specialness of affect-rich versus affect-poor belongings. Affect did not appear to influence judgments when faced with the two-year lease condition. This interaction effect was modest but robust. It is not clear in either lease condition whether participants took into account the annual chance of burglary since we did not directly manipulate this likelihood. It seems likely, however, that a sizeable proportion of our participants (including those who were highly numerate) did not understand the logical link between the likelihood of a burglary and the amount of time for the lease. This speculation is supported by the results of Study 3 in which participants were quite poor at responding correctly to similar problems posed as math questions.

However, a trend existed in both Studies 1 and 2 suggesting that affect-poor participants, may, in fact, use time to some extent. Specifically, Lock Intention means were higher among them for the two- than the one-year lease condition (although the means in neither study were significantly different, this replication may indicate an important finding that future research should explore). These results may be due to the small proportion of individuals who can calculate an at least approximately correct likelihood in the two-year lease condition, or they could be due to the heuristic use of time in some fashion (e.g., about half of Study 3’s participants provided responses that were greater than the base rate on 3 or 4 of the 4 problems posed). Extending the time of the lease out further or highlighting the time length of the lease more may amplify these results (in Studies 1 and 2, the lease length was mentioned only briefly at the beginning of the scenario). It is not entirely clear at this point what information participants used in the two-year condition. We do know that valuation by feeling (as indexed by reactions to affect-rich compared to affect-poor belongings) was stronger in time periods closer to the present, amplifying our time-neglect results.

Study 2 results suggested, however, that the affect manipulation also had stronger effects among participants with previous related experience. Individuals who had previously been burglarized likely had more emotional, vivid, concrete, and easier to recall memories of the
burglary and the belongings they lost\(^{(20)}\), and the affect manipulation may have further increased memory accessibility and amplified the hypothesized effects. Thus, the effects theorized by Loewenstein (at least for this context) appeared to have two boundary conditions: One, the judgment or decision being made has to have short term consequences (the effect is not limited to the immediate time only), and experience is required in order for the effect to occur. Practically speaking, this suggests that having decision makers think about what they would do as if consequences were in the future (even if the decision really does have immediate consequences) could be of some benefit if it was thought that they were overweighing some affect-rich portion of the decision situation.

It may be that the experience of being burglarized elicited a stronger goal to protect belongings compared to not-burglarized participants. This goal state then may have contributed to burglarized individuals weighing the time of the lease more in the affect-poor condition. In fact, previously-burglarized people worried more about being burglarized and were more likely to buy a second lock than those who had never been burglarized before, particularly in the two-year lease condition. Consistent with Loewenstein’s\(^{(10)}\) visceral influences paper, the affect-rich manipulation also had a particularly strong effect on them in the one-year lease condition. Personal experience may not change the nature of the underlying psychological processes that influence how we value protective measures (i.e., experienced individuals used affect as information), but it appears to change the strength with which those mechanisms exert themselves.

Personal experience also may play a moderating role in other experiments that vary the affect richness of stimuli. Its role may be especially important among participants who have had more life experience than the university students who more commonly act as participants in experimental studies, however. Studies 1 and 2 in the present paper were conducted with non-university samples; we suspect that our results would have been greatly attenuated if we had tested a university sample that had less life experience, including the experience of being burglarized.
4.2 The Role of Deliberation and Calculation in Risk Perceptions

Valuation by deliberation is thought to occur in the affect-poor condition; in fact, we see some greater sensitivity to time when the belongings were described as affect poor. However, we also expected (H3) that greater deliberation would attenuate time neglect in affect-rich conditions; this hypothesis did not receive support across Studies 1 and 2. In Study 1, although greater numeracy was associated with lower Lock Intentions, numeracy was not significantly associated with time neglect, suggesting that this type of decision situation (at least as portrayed in the present studies) did not elicit probabilistic thinking. In Study 2, the deliberation instructions did not have any significant effects (with the exception of the one non-hypothesized and non-interpretable three-way interaction). Additional research on instructions that might encourage more logical, probabilistic thinking is needed.

Study 3’s results also suggested that decision makers need additional assistance. In particular, the results of Study 3 demonstrated that individuals are quite poor at the kinds of calculations implicit to the decision situation of Studies 1 and 2. Thinking harder will not help in such situations where decision makers lack the requisite numeric ability. We conclude that risks (and benefits) should not be provided in ways that require any kind of calculation or inference from the decision maker, but instead, any important number should be treated as important and should be calculated for the decision maker.\footnote{Note that the choice of the precision with which to provide the information may be another important feature. Witteman et al.,\textsuperscript{(36)} for example, demonstrated that patients trust risk numbers less when more significant digits are shown after the decimal (e.g., 1.99\% may be trusted less than 2\%).}

4.3 Final Thoughts

The findings on time neglect suggest the need to develop strategies to encourage individuals to invest in protective measures where upfront costs exist but where the benefits extend over time, as in the case of dead bolt locks. For example, risk-reducing measures on residences in hazard-prone areas (e.g., installing shutters on property in hurricane prone areas) are generally not adopted because individuals do not appreciate the long-term benefits of these
measures. The present results even point towards the possibility that home owners may be less likely to adopt these measures if they care a lot about their belongings and plan to live in their home for a long time compared to a short period. Participants may be more sensitive to time if cumulative risk is calculated and presented to them; this remains an empirical question.

A different possible solution to this time-neglect dilemma is to spread the cost of the investment over time through long-term loans coupled with multi-year insurance policies tied to the property, thereby making these protective measures financially attractive. More specifically, for purchases of cost-effective measures, the annual premium reduction from reducing the risk is likely to be greater than the yearly loan payment. Long-term contracts such as these have recently been proposed for modifying the National Flood Insurance Program. More empirical research is needed to determine whether these proposals will be attractive to individuals subject to low probability-high consequence events, such as burglaries or natural disasters, where opportunities exist to invest in protection today to reduce the risks of large scale losses in the future.
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### Table I.

Study 1—Means for Main Independent Variables ($N = 331$). For WTP, the median is also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Affect</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
<th>Affect Poor</th>
<th>Affect Rich</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Affect Poor</td>
<td>Affect Rich</td>
<td>1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal Likelihood to buy (0–10)</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeric Likelihood to buy (0%–100%)</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>53.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How worried (0–6)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock Intentions (factor scores estimated from factor analysis of Verbal, Numeric, and Worry)</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.12</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>-.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTP mean (median WTP)</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>54.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Time is coded as -1=1 year, +1=2 years; Affect is coded as -1=affect poor and +1=affect rich.
Table II.
Study 2—Means for Main Independent Variables by Time and Affect (N = 371)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Affect</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal Likelihood to buy (0–10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeric Likelihood to buy (0%-100%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>62.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How worried (0–6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock Intentions (factor scores estimated from factor analysis of Verbal, Numeric, and Worry)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTP mean (median WTP)</td>
<td></td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>54.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Time is coded as -1=1 year, +1=2 years; Affect is coded as -1=affect poor and +1=affect rich
Figure 1.
Studies 1 and 2 – Lock Intention factor score means for the two-way interaction between time and affect (+/- one standard error bars are shown).

a) Study 1
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b) Study 2
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Figure 2.
Study 2 – Lock Intention means for the three-way interaction between time, affect, and burglary experience (+/- one standard error bars are shown).
Footnotes.
1 A factor analysis using only numeric and verbal likelihoods produced similar results in factor-analytic and experimental result. We include all three variables as a richer conceptualization of Lock Intentions that highlights the important role of affect (i.e., risk as feelings) in risk perceptions.
2 Only one person (0.5% of the sample) gave the actual correct answer of 1.99%.
3 Only one person (0.5% of the sample) gave the actual correct answer of 2.97%.